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The possibility of an RNA World is based on the notion that life on Earth passed through a primitive phase without proteins, a time when all genomes and enzymes were composed of ribonucleic acids. Numerous apparent vestiges of this ancient RNA World remain today, including many nucleotide-derived coenzymes, self-processing ribozymes, metabolite-binding riboswitches, and even ribosomes. Many of the most common signaling molecules and second messengers used by modern organisms are also formed from RNA nucleotides or their precursors. For example, nucleotide derivatives such as cAMP, ppGpp, and ZTP, as well as the cyclic dinucleotides c-di-GMP and c-di-AMP, are intimately involved in signaling diverse physiological or metabolic changes in bacteria and other organisms. We describe the potential diversity of this “lost language” of the RNA World and speculate on whether additional components of this ancient communication machinery might remain hidden though still very much relevant to modern cells.

Introduction

Initial proposals (1–3) that modern forms of life might have emerged from an RNA World that predated the evolutionary emergence of proteins (4, 5) have fostered much speculation on the roles that RNA might have played in primitive cells (6–9). Some apparent remnants of the RNA World are components from which the most fundamental biochemical pathways of all extant organisms are built. Over the last 35 years, the experimental validation of a total of 14 natural ribozyme classes (10, 11) has demonstrated that RNA catalysts of ancient origin promote fundamental reactions involved in protein synthesis (12) and RNA processing (13). Furthermore, it has been proposed that many nucleotide-like coenzymes might be relics of an era when ribozymes catalyzed all the reactions necessary for life (1, 6, 7). Because natural ribozymes and nucleotide-derived coenzymes are intimately involved in central aspects of modern biological catalysis, it seems likely that a rich diversity of catalytic processes could have existed long before protein enzymes emerged.

Similarly, evidence from modern cells suggests that some of the most widespread signaling molecules, particularly those derived from RNA, are also ancient relics that have persisted since their first use by RNA World organisms. For example, numerous classes of riboswitches (14–19) sense and respond to fundamental metabolites, demonstrating that such RNA sensors and regulatory elements could have guided complex metabolic processes long before the emergence of proteins (17–19). Consistent with their proposed ancient origin, many of the most common riboswitch classes discovered to date selectively bind target ligands that are also derived from RNA nucleotides (Fig. 1A). Riboswitches and their ligands might therefore provide a means to look backward in evolutionary time and make predictions about the origins of signaling in modern cells.

There are now five riboswitch classes known to be responsive to bacterial signaling compounds that are directly made from RNA monomers or their biosynthetic intermediates. Specifically, there are two riboswitch classes that respond to c-di-GMP (3′,5′-cyclic di-guanosine monophosphate) (20, 21), a class that responds to c-di-AMP (3′,5′-cyclic di-adenosine monophosphate) (22), a collection of variants of a c-di-GMP riboswitch class that recognize c-AMP-GMP (23, 24), and another class that binds the purine biosynthetic intermediate and alarmone ZTP (5-aminomimidazole-4-carboxamide riboside 5′-triphosphate) (25). The cyclic dinucleotide compounds alert cells to changes in metabolic status or environmental conditions that require the cells to make various physiological changes (26–27). In contrast, the alarmone ZTP, which is a derivative of a purine biosynthetic intermediate, signals the need to adapt to a deficiency in folate cofactor metabolism (25, 28). Although many other pairings between RNA-derived ligands and riboswitch sensors are known to exist (Fig. 1B), these other ligands also have direct metabolic roles and therefore are not produced by cells for the sole purpose of signaling.

The existence of true signal-receptor pairs, all built entirely from RNA, highlights the possibility that these and other RNA-derived molecules represent the descendants of ancient signaling systems used in the RNA World. Here, we provide an overview of the known RNA-derived signaling molecules in modern cells and speculate on how these and related molecules might have formed a sophisticated molecular language that allowed RNA World organisms to attain great complexity in both metabolic and physiological processes. Because modern cells were built upon this existing architecture, we discuss the prospects for finding additional remnants of this lost RNA World language among current forms of life.

Communication in the RNA World

If the first simple self-replicating RNAs relied on abiotically produced nucleotide-like monomers, it seems self-evident that there would have been little need at this stage for signaling systems. However, as soon as the first biochemical pathways began to emerge, early life-forms would have found great utility in controlling these pathways to direct limited resources along specific paths and to regulate increasingly complex life cycles. To achieve such regulation, early RNA-based life-forms would have needed to form chemical signals from their limited RNA components and develop sophisticated RNA structures that could selectively recognize and respond to these signals. Can sufficient chemical and structural diversity be found among RNA building blocks and RNA polymers to perform complex signaling tasks?

The structural and functional complexity of ribozymes, like self-splicing RNAs (29, 30), the catalytic RNA core of ribosomes (12), and ribonuclease P (13), is striking. Undoubtedly, many other such complex RNAs were lost after protein enzymes arrived on the evolutionary
cGMP is used less commonly in eubacteria, cAMP is widely important.
Pounds are essential signaling molecules in eukaryotes, and, whereas the cyclic ribonucleotide cAMP (3',5'-cyclic adenosine monophosphate) might also serve as biological second messengers (37, 38). Formation of these cyclic phosphate products can easily proceed through nucleophilic attack of the 3'-oxygen atom on the α-phosphorus of any high-energy nucleoside 5'-triphosphate (NTP; where N is any of the four common RNA bases). The starting material for biosynthesis of cNMPs is thus highly abundant in cells. Moreover, once the signal is no longer needed, cNMPs can be easily hydrolyzed to generate 5'-NMP, which can be phosphorylated to regenerate NTPs.

It is not surprising that biology has embraced such an economical means of producing and degrading signaling molecules. What is surprising is that, although the same economy can be had by exploiting the 2'-deoxy versions of these compounds, these signaling molecules are not widely used by cells for any purpose. This strongly suggests that cNMP signaling molecules predated the evolutionary emergence of DNA. Thus, to meet their earliest signaling needs, RNA World creatures might have exploited simple derivatives of the very building blocks needed to produce RNA polymers.

Other more complex RNA-based signaling compounds are also widely used in biological systems. This is presumably because the 3',5'-cNMPs noted above allow only limited communications to take place, unless they are further derivatized. Modification of the base or ribose structures seems to be a chemically expensive process that would need to be carefully reversed, or else cells would generate various nucleotide modifications that could interfere with accurate genome replication. Although the biological relevance of the 2',3'-cNMP analogs as natural signaling compounds is being investigated (39, 40), these compounds might be less desirable to organisms than their more common 3',5'-cNMP isomers. 2',3'-cNMPs can be generated through the normal enzymatic or spontaneous breakdown of RNA polymers, which could lead to inappropriate signaling. Unless cells have a need to exploit these degradation products to report on the progression of RNA breakdown, it seems unlikely that 2',3'-cNMPs would be widely used as signaling molecules.

Perhaps to avoid such erroneous and potentially detrimental signaling events when expanding the diversity of signaling compounds, biology has further decorated mononucleotides with additional phosphates (Fig. 2). Again, the advantages of using these compounds as signaling molecules are clear. New phosphoester and phosphohydridole linkages can easily be formed by nucleophilic attack on a phosphorus center. As noted earlier, such bonds are easily broken by hydrolysis to regenerate the starting material. Compounds such as ppGpp, also called guanosine-3',5'-bis(diphosphate) (41), and ZTP (25, 28) are widely used by bacteria as "alarmones", or metabolite derivatives that signal adaptation to particular metabolic stresses.

Other compounds such as pAp (3'-phosphoadenosine-5'-phosphate) (42) and AThTP (the adenylated derivative of thiamin triphosphate) (43) in Gram-negative bacteria (35, 36). Growing evidence suggests that the similar monophosphorylated cyclic ribonucleotides cCMP (3',5'-cyclic cytosine monophosphate) and cUMP (3',5'-cyclic uracil monophosphate) might also serve as biological second messengers (37, 38). Formation of these cyclic phosphate products can easily proceed through nucleophilic attack of the 3'-oxygen atom on the α-phosphorus of any high-energy nucleoside 5'-triphosphate (NTP; where N is any of the four common RNA bases). The starting material for biosynthesis of cNMPs is thus highly abundant in cells. Moreover, once the signal is no longer needed, cNMPs can be easily hydrolyzed to generate 5'-NMP, which can be phosphorylated to regenerate NTPs.

It is not surprising that biology has embraced such an economical means of producing and degrading signaling molecules. What is surprising is that, although the same economy can be had by exploiting the 2'-deoxy versions of these compounds, these signaling molecules are not widely used by cells for any purpose. This strongly suggests that cNMP signaling molecules predated the evolutionary emergence of DNA. Thus, to meet their earliest signaling needs, RNA World creatures might have exploited simple derivatives of the very building blocks needed to produce RNA polymers.

Other more complex RNA-based signaling compounds are also widely used in biological systems. This is presumably because the 3',5'-cNMPs noted above allow only limited communications to take place, unless they are further derivatized. Modification of the base or ribose structures seems to be a chemically expensive process that would need to be carefully reversed, or else cells would generate various nucleotide modifications that could interfere with accurate genome replication. Although the biological relevance of the 2',3'-cNMP analogs as natural signaling compounds is being investigated (39, 40), these compounds might be less desirable to organisms than their more common 3',5'-cNMP isomers. 2',3'-cNMPs can be generated through the normal enzymatic or spontaneous breakdown of RNA polymers, which could lead to inappropriate signaling. Unless cells have a need to exploit these degradation products to report on the progression of RNA breakdown, it seems unlikely that 2',3'-cNMPs would be widely used as signaling molecules.

Perhaps to avoid such erroneous and potentially detrimental signaling events when expanding the diversity of signaling compounds, biology has further decorated mononucleotides with additional phosphates (Fig. 2). Again, the advantages of using these compounds as signaling molecules are clear. New phosphoester and phosphohydridole linkages can easily be formed by nucleophilic attack on a phosphorus center. As noted earlier, such bonds are easily broken by hydrolysis to regenerate the starting material. Compounds such as ppGpp, also called guanosine-3',5'-bis(diphosphate) (41), and ZTP (25, 28) are widely used by bacteria as "alarmones", or metabolite derivatives that signal adaptation to particular metabolic stresses.

Other compounds such as pAp (3'-phosphoadenosine-5'-phosphate) (42) and AThTP (the adenylated derivative of thiamin triphosphate) (43)
have been implicated in signaling processes, but their roles and the
distribution of their use throughout the tree of life have not yet been
well established. More detailed information is available for the sign-
ing compounds cADPR [cyclic adenosine 5′-diphosphate (ADP)ribose (44) and NAADP (nicotinic acid adenine dinucleotide phos-
phate) (45), although the existence of these compounds as signaling
molecules among the three domains of life is not yet clear. Regardless,
some of these rarer compounds demonstrate how easily nature can

Fig. 2. Known natural signaling compounds derived from RNA nucleotides or their precursors. The compound ppGpp, which carries a pyrophosphate both at the 5′ and
3′ positions, is derived from a pentaphosphate precursor (pppGpp) that carries a triphosphate on the 5′ position and is not shown. ZTP is AICA ribonucleoside 5′-triphosphate; AThTP
is adenosine thiamine triphosphate. Asterisks denote putative signaling compounds for which biological roles and phylogenetic distributions have not been well established.
modify a single common nucleotide, adenosine, to create a diversity of possible signaling molecules.

Another simple mechanism to expand the language of RNA is to fuse two ribonucleotide monomers to create RNA dimers. This is manifested in the widespread signaling molecule A(p)4A (diadenosine tetraphosphate) (46, 47), which can be thought of simply as two ADP molecules joined by an extra phosphoanhydride linkage (Fig. 2). Considerable evidence suggests that this compound could be just one member of a great diversity of dinucleotide polyphosphate signaling molecules (48), each composed of two nucleotides of either identical or mixed nucleobase types joined through two or more phosphates spanning the 5′-oxygen atoms of the linked monomers. However, it is much more common for cells to exploit a simpler connection between two monomers made through the formation of a normal 3′,5′-phosphodiester linkage, and this is the subject of the following two sections.

Communicating with Linear and Cyclic Dinucleotides

There are a tremendous number of RNA words that can be written using just one of the four standard nucleotides. However, a very simple mechanism to further expand this RNA language is to fuse two nucleotides by a 3′,5′-phosphodiester linkage to create a combinatorial collection of all possible linear dinucleotides. Thus, the four words formed by GMP, AMP, CMP, and UMP can be expanded by fusing two monomers to create 16 additional distinct words (Fig. 3A).

Compared to chemically modifying the sugar or base, there is a considerable advantage to using unmodified dinucleotides to expand the number of RNA words. First, generating RNA phosphodiester linkages is a simple chemical reaction that can be easily achieved by both natural (49, 50) and engineered (51, 52) ribozymes. Thus, no additional evolution of specialized active sites for generating more challenging chemical linkages is required. Second, no novel ribozymes with complex functions are needed to reverse any chemical modifications placed on monomers. The dinucleotide signaling molecules can simply be hydrolyzed to generate the starting monomers in unaltered form. Third, additional chemical variations could readily be made to expand the number of chemical words produced. For instance, simply by varying the connectivity of the phosphates at the 5′ or 3′ terminus or by varying the connectivity of the phosphodiester joining the two nucleotides, a total of 128 discrete RNA words can be generated by linear dinucleotides (Fig. 3A).

Despite these noted advantages, using linear 3′,5′-linked dinucleotides can still be problematic. How can the host organism tell the difference between a dinucleotide signaling molecule and the random-sequence dinucleotides that might be generated through the enzymatic or spontaneous degradation of longer RNA polymers? Of course, RNA strand scission by direct hydrolysis or by internal phosphoester transfer, respectively, will generate distinctive 5′-monophosphate or 2′,3′-cyclic monophosphate groups. Unless these chemical differences are exploited by their receptors, these RNA degradation mechanisms could generate dinucleotide products that could be confused with signaling dinucleotides that carry similar chemical features. Furthermore, 3′,5′-linked dinucleotides might also be produced by RNA polymerase “false starts” during transcription. Therefore, a distinctive chemical configuration for signaling dinucleotides would be advantageous, unless the cell’s only goal is to monitor these biosynthetic and degradative processes.

Cyclic dinucleotides, such as c-di-GMP (26) or c-di-AMP (27) (Fig. 2), offer an easy solution to avoid confusion with RNA degradation products. Chemical and enzymatic mechanisms for RNA degradation do not produce cyclic dinucleotides, so the presence of these compounds indicates that they have been purposefully synthesized for their signaling functions. Modern cells have dedicated synthase proteins to generate specific cyclic dinucleotides (53, 54). Joining two nucleotides by two 3′,5′-phosphodiester linkages also allows these molecules to avoid degradation by exonucleases that otherwise would rapidly degrade RNAs with a free 5′ or 3′ terminus. Again, dedicated phosphodiesterase enzymes

![Fig. 3. The possible diversity of cyclic dinucleotide RNAs and their immediate degradation products.](http://stke.sciencemag.org/)

A) Matrix depicting all 16 possible linear dinucleotides that can be directly generated by degradation of cyclic dinucleotide RNAs. Compounds are schematically represented by depicting the nucleoside (circled letter) joined by phosphate backbone atoms (p). Annotations i, a, b, c, and l_{i_{1_{2}}_{3_{4}}} represent all possible combinations of isomers with variation in the phosphodiester linkage connectivity and variation in the location and connectivity of the terminal phosphate. B) Matrix depicting all 10 possible cyclic dinucleotide RNAs formed by the four common ribonucleotides joined by 3′,5′-phosphodiester linkages. Annotations i, ii, and iii represent all possible combinations of derivatives wherein 2′,5′-phosphodiester linkages are present. The compounds for which there is evidence of biological roles in modern cells are highlighted in red.
that selectively degrade cyclic dinucleotides have been identified (26, 54). The dedicated synthases and phosphodiesterases for cyclic dinucleotides create an isolated circuitry for biological signaling by these compounds. However, there is one disadvantage to using cyclic dinucleotides. Upon circularization, some information content is lost because there is no distinction between the first and second nucleotide. For example, in a linear dinucleotide, pGpA (written from 5′ to 3′) is distinct from pApG. In contrast, the circular dinucleotide c-GMP-AMP is the same as c-AMP-GMP. Thus, there are only 10 distinct cyclic dinucleotides formed when joining the four common ribonucleotides (Fig. 3B). This diversity can again be augmented by varying the connectivity of the phosphodiester linkage. Although there are only two additional isomers that result for homodimers (a single 2,′5′ linkage, or two), there are three additional isomers for each mixed dimer (2,′5′ linkage after position one, after position two, or both). As a result, the potential number of words formed by cyclic dinucleotides expands from 10 to 36 (Fig. 3B).

**Nature’s Exploitation of Dinucleotide Signaling Molecules**

Cyclic dinucleotides are among the most widespread signaling molecules currently used by living systems. The first cyclic dinucleotide to be identified was c-di-GMP, which was found to function as an activator of cellulose synthase in *Acetobacter xylinum* 30 years ago (55). C-di-GMP has since been shown to be widely involved in the control of numerous fundamental bacterial processes, including biofilm formation, chemotaxis, differentiation, virulence, and antibiotic production (26). It is also found in eukaryotes, where it has been demonstrated to induce cell differentiation in *Dictyostelium discoideum* (56). Even in some organisms that do not produce c-di-GMP endogenously, such as humans, it is sensed, among other cyclic dinucleotides, as a marker for bacterial infection (57). In bacteria, c-di-GMP is extremely widespread, to the point of being nearly universally used.

It took almost 20 years for another cyclic dinucleotide to be identified in a biological system. The compound c-di-AMP is analogous to c-di-GMP, except that two AMP monomers are used to form the cyclic dinucleotide. It was serendipitously identified when it co-crystallized within the binding pocket of a protein later shown to function as a diadenylate cyclase (58). Although not as widespread as c-di-GMP, c-di-AMP is found throughout Gram-positive bacteria, where it is implicated in the control of sporulation and germination, as well as in certain Deltaproteobacteria, where it is involved in the response to osmotic shock (59). Also, c-di-AMP is involved in some central metabolic processes (60), indicating that it is intimately integrated into signaling metabolic changes in certain cells. Much more work remains to be done to fully flesh out the roles of this signaling molecule.

The remaining two cyclic dinucleotides discovered in biological systems to date are even more striking because they exploit some of the variations in nucleotide sequence and in linkage diversity as noted above (Fig. 3B) to generate distinct signaling compounds. The first to be identified, c-AMP-GMP, was found to be produced by the enzyme DncV in *Vibrio cholerae* and was implicated in the control of bacterial virulence (61). Also, c-AMP-GMP was identified in certain species of Deltaproteobacteria, where it is involved in the control of bacterial exoelectrogenesis, the export of electrons (23, 24). Although barely the first chapter has been written on the study of c-AMP-GMP, we have speculated that it is involved in the control of specialized adhesion processes that occur at the interface between a bacterial biofilm and the surface to which it adheres (24).

Several years after the discovery of c-AMP-GMP, a structural isomer of this molecule was discovered and named cGAMP (62, 63). Whereas all the other known naturally occurring cyclic dinucleotides are composed of two 3′,5′ linkages, cGAMP contains one 3′,5′ and one 2′,5′ linkage (64–66). Similarly, all the other cyclic dinucleotides are found in bacteria, but cGAMP is exclusively found in higher eukaryotes, where it is produced in response to the presence of foreign DNA (62, 63). Cyclic dinucleotides with mixed sequence (c-AMP-GMP) and mixed phosphodiester linkages (cGAMP) serve as modern examples of the greater diversity of RNA words harnessed by present cells that could also have been exploited billions of years ago in the RNA World. Finally, evidence is emerging for the biological roles of the linear dinucleotides pGpG and pApA (67–69). These compounds can form by the degradation of c-di-GMP and c-di-AMP, respectively, suggesting that the c-di-GMP and c-di-AMP signaling networks may extend to sensing of the linear degradation products of these cyclic nucleotides.

All of the cyclic dinucleotides known to be present in bacteria are detected by at least one class of riboswitch (20–24). Furthermore, these RNAs have extraordinarily high affinities for their cyclic dinucleotide ligands and have been shown to be easily tunable to recognize different ligands (23, 24, 70, 71), suggesting that evolution of RNA aptamers for these compounds in the RNA World was certainly possible. During that early evolutionary time, these compounds could have functioned to trigger or repress allosteric ribozymes, allowing for both genetic and metabolic control.

Rare natural examples of such cyclic dinucleotide-controlled allosteric ribozymes have been identified (21, 72). By searching bacterial genomes for riboswitch sequences that are located in proximity to sequences encoding ribozymes, we discovered a modern version of what we would expect to find in a real RNA World creature. Two functional RNA molecules, a riboswitch for c-di-GMP and a group I self-splicing ribozyme that uses GTP (guanosine 5′-triphosphate) as a substrate, are juxtaposed (Fig. 4) such that proper pre-mRNA ( messenger RNA) splicing (21) and gene expression (72) require both c-di-GMP and GTP. When c-di-GMP is bound by the riboswitch aptamer, the adjoining ribozyme can access the 5′ splice site and properly undergo splicing to yield a translation-ready mRNA. In contrast, when c-di-GMP is absent, the riboswitch sequesters the normal 5′ splice site, leading to ribozyme-mediated processing at a site that removes nucleotides necessary to permit translation of the adjoining open reading frame. This mechanism of splicing regulation is similar to those observed for eukaryotic TPP (thiamin pyrophosphate) riboswitches (73–77), although splicing in those organisms is triggered by an apparent RNA World coenzyme (TPP) and catalyzed by the ribozyme core of spliceosomes (78).

**Why are RNA Signaling Molecules Predominantly Purine-based?**

Curiously, whereas the second messengers cAMP and cGMP are frequently used by cells, scant evidence has been presented for the existence of pyrimidine-based signaling molecules, such as cCMP or cUMP (79). Moreover, c-di-GMP and c-di-AMP are widely exploited by bacteria as second messengers, but there are no known natural examples of homodimers or heterodimers that include C or U nucleotides. Pyrimidine nucleotides such as CTP (cytidine 5′-triphosphate) and UTP (uridine 5′-triphosphate) are present at high concentrations in cells and therefore could readily have been used as building blocks for pyrimidine-based signaling compounds. Why is there
A natural allosteric ribozyme from Clostridium difficile uses a c-di-GMP-II riboswitch (21) to sense an RNA-based signaling molecule, whereupon ligand binding triggers proper self-splicing by a GTP-dependent group I ribozyme. Formation of the ribozyme P1 stem permits GTP (here designated GTP₁) to attack the 5′ splice site (5′ SS). The newly formed 3′-hydroxyl group of G101 serves as a nucleophile to attack the 3′ splice site (3′ SS) that follows G667 of the ribozyme. Joining the exons creates a strong ribosome binding site that promotes translation of the adjacent open reading frame (ORF) (72). Without c-di-GMP, the riboswitch aptamer (boxed structure including the pseudoknot) and the ribozyme reorganize to permit the complementary regions highlighted in dark blue to base-pair, and the complementary regions shown in light blue to base-pair, which creates alternative stem P1*. This promotes GTP (here designated GTP₂) to attack the riboswitch after G670, which precludes proper splicing. The resulting GTP₂ attack product lacks nucleotides that otherwise could serve as a ribosome binding site, which prevents translation of the adjacent open reading frame. The solid line represents the RNA chain, with only specific nucleotides critical for the mechanism depicted. Dashed lines indicate zero-length connections.

such a strong bias in favor of purines in RNA-derived signaling molecules?

We speculate that this bias was likely established early in the RNA World and that this favoritism is based on the chemical properties of the compounds involved, rather than any accident of evolutionary history. In part, this could be due to the lower solubility of purines relative to pyrimidines, leading either to aggregation or to association with RNA polymers. A more formal way to view this advantage for purines is to recognize that they have greater potential for forming stronger binding interactions than pyrimidines, which increases the probability that receptors will have emerged to recognize compounds carrying these moieties. C-di-GMP is known to self-aggregate (80) and is sometimes bound as a dimeric complex (81, 82).

In contrast to the single ring of pyrimidines, purines contain a fused two-ring system, which makes stacking interactions with their biological receptors more favorable. This has been empirically observed by examining helical RNA (83, 84) and DNA (85, 86) structures that are made more stable by single dangling nucleotides that extend base stacking along the helical axis. Generally, in these studies, stacking strengths decline in the order of A > G > C ≈ U or T. Furthermore, the purines have more potential for forming hydrogen-bonding contacts compared to the pyrimidines. Again, this chemical property supports the preferential use of signaling molecules with guanine and adenine moieties simply because they can form more hydrogen bonds with receptor pockets compared to their pyrimidine competitors.

This bias in favor of purine-containing compounds has also been observed with substrates and ligands for engineered populations of deoxyribozymes and allosteric ribozymes. For example, an evolving population of self-phosphorylating deoxyribozymes adapted over generations of directed evolution to triphosphate substrates in the order GTP > ATP > CTP > UTP (87). Similarly, an evolving population of allosteric ribozymes adapted to recognize cyclic mononucleotides in the order cGMP > cCMP > cAMP (88). In this latter study, cUMP completely failed to be recognized by any members of the population, which began with one quadrillion (10¹⁵) distinct RNA sequences.

These test-tube evolution experiments strongly suggest that RNA sequence space is much more sparsely populated with receptors for pyrimidine moieties compared to those that can bind purine derivatives. Likewise, in the early RNA World, this increased probability of evolving receptors for purine moieties could have given signaling molecules carrying guanine and adenine moieties a huge advantage. Once biological roles for purine-based compounds were established, evolutionary history, as well as the less favorable chemical properties of pyrimidines, would make it even more difficult for widespread signaling networks to adapt to any new pyrimidine-based signaling competitors.

The Complex Architectures of Ancient RNA Signaling Systems

Could ancient signaling systems made entirely of RNA have achieved the structural and functional sophistication needed to manage a complex metabolic state before proteins were available? We think that it is well within the capability of RNA signaling compounds and their RNA receptors to have sensed and responded appropriately to the chemical and biological needs of complex RNA World organisms. As already noted above, dozens of unique signals can be generated using only the four standard RNA nucleotides and simple phosphate ester chemistry, and derivatization easily yields hundreds more. Also, RNA has proven to be very adept at forming selective receptors for
some of these compounds in the form of riboswitches for cyclic dinucleotides (20–24) and engineered aptamers for cyclic mononucleotides (88, 89). Notably, many natural riboswitches easily form ligand-binding pockets that accommodate negatively charged phosphate groups (14–19), usually by exploiting Mg$^{2+}$ bridges between phosphates of the ligand and the riboswitch aptamer. This means that many of the phosphate-rich signaling molecules discussed above would make easy targets for binding pockets made of RNA and divalent metal ions. Thus, molecular recognition of signaling molecules by RNA is unlikely to be a limitation.

RNA receptors must also be able to convert recognition of the ligand into a regulatory response. Again, the allosteric self-splicing ribozyme described earlier (Fig. 4) provides a natural example of how ligand binding can alter important biochemical processes such as RNA splicing (21) and gene expression (72). One possible route for evolution of this complex RNA architecture is the chance integration of a selfish group I ribozyme between a c-di-GMP-II riboswitch and the open reading frame this riboswitch controls. Normally, such an event would not alter the biological function of the original genetic arrangement. The self-splicing ribozyme would simply remove itself from the pre-mRNA, and the fused exons would therefore function just like its unaltered predecessor. However, fortuitous base-pairing between the riboswitch aptamer and the 5′ splice site of the ribozyme would interfere with normal splicing, unless c-di-GMP binding to the aptamer were to liberate this site.

Similarly, by appending or colocalizing natural aptamers with other functional RNA domains, a huge collection of more sophisticated regulatory RNA devices could have accumulated in advanced RNA World organisms. In extant organisms, we see abundant evidence of mixing and matching of riboswitch aptamers to create cooperative (90–92) or otherwise more “digital” (93, 94) genetic switches. Combining aptamers or riboswitches can also create two-input logic gates (95, 96) that respond to two different chemical signals. The vast majority of known riboswitches harness metabolite-mediated structural rearrangements to regulate gene expression by manipulating how RNA polymerase interacts with its DNA template or how a ribosome interacts with an mRNA (19). However, other mechanisms exist wherein a glucosamine-6-phosphate ligand is used as a cofactor (97) or GTP is used as a substrate (21) for RNA processing reactions. These natural examples of RNA-based signaling systems in modern cells provide only a small sampling of the diverse possibilities that might have been used at the height of the RNA World.

**Prospects for Discovering Additional Lost Words from the RNA World Language**

The potential for forming additional RNA words by subtle chemical variation of the known classes of signaling compounds is enormous. Certainly, the signaling molecules noted above form only an incomplete list, and many more likely remain to be discovered. How might we discover more of these compounds, or entirely distinct types of RNA-derived compounds, that might be used by modern cells? Straightforward, albeit labor-intensive, methods would involve conducting isotopic labeling or biochemical separation techniques to identify novel signaling compounds in a manner similar to what was used to discover compounds like ppGpp (98), ZTP (28), and c-di-GMP (55). Modern analytical techniques that are useful for metabolomics analyses such as coupled liquid chromatography–mass spectroscopy could help accelerate the discovery process. However, these purification and analysis methods require cells to be exposed to conditions that favor the production of the signaling molecule—and preferably large amounts of it—which is a difficult task when the specific conditions that might induce the production of a such a molecule are unknown.

Alternatively, bioinformatics methods might be useful for revealing the existence of additional signaling molecules and their receptors. We (24) and others (23) identified receptors for the newly discovered signaling molecule c-AMP-GMP by examining unusual variants of a known class of riboswitches that respond to c-di-GMP. Nucleotides within or near the ligand-binding site of the riboswitch deviated from the consensus, which suggested that these riboswitches had undergone a shift in specificity. These RNAs associated with a collection of target genes distinct from that of consensus c-di-GMP riboswitches, which also provided a strong clue that they had changed their ligand specificity. Moreover, we have discovered a series of additional, albeit rare, variants of two c-di-GMP riboswitch classes that carry mutations in key binding site nucleotides (99). Perhaps other riboswitch classes will be discovered for novel signaling compounds, and their variants might lead to additional expansions of the known RNA language.

A similar approach based on the bioinformatics and biochemical analyses of proteins that synthesize signaling molecules should be effective. Synthase enzymes that promiscuously form c-di-GMP, c-AMP-GMP, and c-di-AMP that tune their product output based on the relative concentrations of the substrates GTP and ATP (adenosine 5′-triphosphate) have been identified (100). Are there other variants of known synthases for RNA-derived signaling molecules whose substrate-binding or catalytic activities have been altered? If new compounds can be identified among the products of these enzymes, then perhaps new signaling pathways will be identified.

There also seem to be more opportunities to expand the known types of riboswitches for the current RNA signaling compounds. Are there riboswitches for cyclic mononucleotides? These compounds are widely exploited by many cells, and therefore, cognate riboswitches might still exist in some cells to receive these signals. Also, it seems reasonable to expect that there are riboswitches to be discovered for ppGpp, given the diversity of signaling roles this molecule has in many bacterial species (101). Certainly, riboswitches for this compound must have once existed. If discovered, then more complete signaling networks for these compounds can be established because most riboswitches are directly linked to the genes they regulate.

**Concluding Remarks**

The intriguing link between riboswitches and RNA-derived signaling molecules was first noted (102) after the discoveries of c-di-GMP riboswitches (20, 21). After these initial examples of partnerships between riboswitches and a putative RNA World signaling molecule were reported, three additional riboswitch–signal relationships have been published (22–25). Although the era of signaling pathway discovery is not yet over, it is likely that the general nature of the most fundamental signaling molecules is already well represented by the known collection. If true, it is abundantly clear that the most widespread and ancient signaling compounds are based on RNA, and not on DNA, protein, or another form of biochemical media. For example, the predominant cyclic mono- and dinucleotide signaling compounds, such as cAMP and c-di-GMP, could just as likely have been represented by their DNA analogs, had these signaling molecules emerged after biology established metabolic processes to generate and polymerize DNA. Thus, the trend favoring RNA can be easily explained if the most
common signaling compounds we see in today’s organisms emerged first in an RNA World.

Although not known today, one might also imagine that DNA analogs of these signaling molecules might have been more sparingly used in the RNA World to serve as longer-lived signals that resisted degradation owing to their greater chemical stability. Early organisms might have needed a more permanent chemical message to be sent, and evolved the ability to synthesize small deoxyribonucleotide-based signals for that purpose. This chemical step might then have served as the seed from which the DNA genomes of today were grown. Ironically, if true, it would suggest that DNA first served as messenger and RNA as genome, in contrast to their roles today.

Likewise, various amino acid derivatives could have just as easily been adapted for major cellular communication tasks had their biosynthesis and polymerization pathways been in place before these needs arose. Although amino acids and their derivatives are used for synthesis and polymerization pathways been in place before these needs arose. Although amino acids and their derivatives are used for major cellular communication tasks had their bio-chemically, if true, it would suggest that DNA first served as messenger and RNA as genome, in contrast to their roles today.

Finally, if the RNA-derived signaling molecules that still exist in cells today originated in the RNA World, they would represent yet another reminder that the biology of today is still intertwined with the processes of the past. Several RNA-like compounds used as signals by modern cells appear to be just as ancient as the RNA-based coenzymes, the common ribozymes, the widespread riboswitches, and some other structured noncoding RNAs. Through each new discovery, we gain the opportunity to identify more molecules that originated in the RNA World, which allows us to peer back in time to speculate on the nature of our earliest ancestors.
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